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What Is The Definition Of
the formal statement of the meaning or significance of a word, phrase, idiom, etc., as found in
dictionaries. An online dictionary resource, such as Dictionary.com, can give users direct,
immediate access to the definitions of a term, allowing them to compare definitions from various
dictionaries and stay up to date with an ever-expanding vocabulary.
Definition | Define Definition at Dictionary.com
Definition of definition for English Language Learners. : an explanation of the meaning of a word,
phrase, etc. : a statement that defines a word, phrase, etc. : a statement that describes what
something is. : a clear or perfect example of a person or thing.
Definition | Definition of Definition by Merriam-Webster
A statement of the meaning of a word, phrase, or term, as in a dictionary entry. A statement or
description of the fundamental character or scope of something: " a definition of of in American
operations" (Economist). The level of detail in a recording, production, or digital encoding of an
image or sound.
Definition - definition of definition by The Free Dictionary
The definition, (used, especially before a noun, with a specifying or particularizing effect, as
opposed to the indefinite or generalizing force of the indefinite article a or an): the book you gave
me; Come into the house.
The | Define The at Dictionary.com
A definition precisely explains the fundamental state or meaning of something, often given formally
as by lexicographers writing a dictionary or legislators writing laws. It can also refer to a sharply
detailed image or concept — like how clear the picture is on a high-definition TV or how cut a Calvin
Klein model's abs are.
definition - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
Definition of of. 1. —used as a function word to indicate a point of reckoning. north of the lake.
Of | Definition of Of by Merriam-Webster
The is called the definite article. You use the at the beginning of a noun phrase to refer to someone
or something that has already been mentioned or that is already known to the hearer or reader. A
man and a woman were walking on the beach. The man wore shorts, a T-shirt, and sandals.
The - definition of the by The Free Dictionary
A definition is a statement of the meaning of a term (a word, phrase, or other set of symbols).
Definitions can be classified into two large categories, intensional definitions (which try to give the
essence of a term) and extensional definitions (which proceed by listing the objects that a term
describes).
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